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Abstract
Applying Virtual Reality (VR) in combination with
Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) is a promising approach to computer based learning and training. However, the classical structure of ITSs has not been conceived to deal with the new sources of information and
interaction provided by VR environments. The resulting structures combining both technologies often renounce to the traditional modular separation of ITSs in
pursuit of increasing efficiency, but making very difficult the reusing of their components.
In this paper it is described the extension of the
classical ITS structure proposed in the MAEVIF model
to build reusable and adaptable VR based ITSs.

1. Introduction
The use of Virtual Reality (VR) and Virtual Environment (VE) technology combined with Intelligent
Tutoring Systems (ITSs) has shown as a valuable and
promising approach to computer based teaching and
training. Together with the traditional properties of
ITSs instruction (personalization of the contents and
presentation, adaptation of the tutoring strategy to the
student needs…), VR allows the student to gain practice and skills interacting with virtual scenarios similar
to the real ones, but without assuming any of their potential risks. The instant response to his actions, the
possibility of activating any kind of simulation, the
advantage of having the chance to experiment alternative actions, just to see what happens, are some other
features that VR adds to ITSs. In addition, as not only
the trainee, but also the tutor may have a virtual representation (virtual mannequin or avatar) in the 3D environment, it can be used to perform demonstrations
about how to carry out specific tasks, just in the same
way in which a human tutor may proceed with his students. Finally, VR technology potentially increases the

student's presence, even when using non immersive
interface devices.
However, the ITS classical structure fails in coping
with VR-based educational processes, since it does not
fit properly in the new technology needs, and, more
important, because it does not consider the interaction
between the user and the VE, but only the interaction
of the user with the tutoring system.
On the other hand, if developing an ITS is not a
trivial task, adding VR to it makes it much more intricate. Curiously, a big amount of the work to be done to
develop a new system of this kind is always similar,
given that the underlying mechanisms are ultimately
common. However, the theoretical richness of ITS,
separating and isolating properly the different kinds of
knowledge needed for the learning process (namely
expert, student, tutoring and communication), is usually lost when context specificities and VR technology
restrictions end up “infecting” the other elements of the
system. The resulting systems present increased effectiveness, but their basic components, or at least, part of
them, are not suitable for being conveniently reused.
Some previous approaches (e.g. [1-9]) have tried to
cope with these two big problems but there is still a
long way to achieve it successfully. As an answer to
them, and from the experience gained in the development of several VR-based ITS, the Decoroso Crespo
Lab research group (Universidad Politécnica de Madrid), has been developing during the last years a reusable and easily configurable model for the application
of VR technology to education, called MAEVIF [10].
Its structure, together with its operational schema, is
described in detail in the following sections.

2. Extending the classical ITS architecture
ITSs have been traditionally conceived to give support to individual students. The student interacts with
the software tutor carrying out the activities proposed
by it and, according to the evolution of that interaction,

the tutor adapts its didactical process to the student‘s
specific characteristics.
However, when the user interaction capabilities
with the ITSs are enriched by means of a more immersive interface, the tutor receives information coming
from new sources. These sources are of high relevance
from the educational point of view, and must be taken
into account to evaluate the student’s performance.
Thus, the software tutor can consider information
emerging from the interaction between the student and
the 3D environment, such as the objects he manipulates, where he is looking at, or the path he is following
to reach a point in the virtual scenario.
In addition, group and collaborative training in distributed virtual environments asks for a redefinition of
the concept of personalized tutoring.
The classical ITS structure turns to be insufficient to
deal with this new setting since it does not fit with the
new interaction possibilities and group tutoring needs.
This motivated us to extend the classical ITS structure.
To cope with these issues, MAEVIF first introduces
a new module, called world module (because it manages knowledge about the virtual world). Thus, this
module is responsible for: maintaining awareness of
the state of the virtual scenario, the objects positioned
in it and the virtual characters that inhabit it; providing
perceptual capabilities to the possible synthetic or virtual characters introduced in the virtual environment to
support the learning process, including the virtual representation of the tutor (virtual tutor) and other team
members; and the planning of the ideal paths to be followed by the student in the virtual environment, which
enables their tracking in real time.
In addition, we believed that the different kinds of
knowledge and the processes that manage them should
appear clearly distinguished inside the system, to maintain the coherence and essence of ITSs. This independence has been pursued in MAEVIF through the conceptual model itself, and then through its design and
implementation as a multiagent system (MAS), as it is
shown in Figure 1. Software agents are a technology
that fits appropriately to the need of maintaining the
independence between all the ITS modules, acting collaboratively to achieve the common goal of teaching
the student. In addition, this design enables the ITS
customization, allowing the reuse and adaptation of
agents if it is needed with low development effort. The
MAS designed for MAEVIF and its operation are described in the next sections.

3. Multiagent system description
As it was said above, the MAEVIF architecture has
been developed following an agent-based approach,

Figure 1. MAEVIF’s ITS extension
identifying one or more software agents for every ITS
module (marked with dotted-squares in Figure 1):
• Planning Agent: Builds plans for every defined
activity, made up of each individual action the
students are expected to execute to reach successfully the activity’s objectives.
• Tutoring Agent: When it receives a request from
the students to initiate a training session, it provides them with a list of the available activities in
accordance to their knowledge about the subject
that is being taught and their possible roles. It controls the team formation in collaborative activities,
together with the assignation of the character to be
interpreted by every student.
It also performs the student tracking, controlling
every one of his actions and comparing them with
the ones defined in the activity plan generated by
the Planning Agent. The Tutoring Agent also
manages the assistance and help system, providing
the student with timely information and answering
his questions, related both to the scenario and to
the process to be followed to end successfully the
activity.
• Path-Planning Agent: Performs the tracking of the
student paths along the VE comparing them with
the optimal one. This information may be important in certain training activities.
• Expert Agent: Gathers information related to the
actions the students can perform in the VE, more
exactly, the preconditions and the consequences of
the actions. This information will be used in the
validation and execution of the student actions.
• World Agent: Maintains and controls geometrical
and semantic information about the VE objects
and inhabitants (students, auxiliary characters and

virtual tutors). All this information is represented
in an ontology.
• Perception Agent: Provides the virtual characters
(the virtual tutor or other auxiliary autonomous
virtual characters) with perceptual capabilities.
This agent monitors a visual field for every character, providing them with information about the
places, objects and characters they are watching.
• Simulation Agent: Simulates the consequences of
every student action. It also provides the student
with suitable information in answer to questions
like: "What will it happen if...?". This agent also
supports the Expert Agent in the action validation
process.
• Communication Agent: Is the communicative interface between the students and the tutoring system. Every student has an associated Communication Agent.
• Student Agent: Records the actions executed by a
specific student, the evaluation of the activities
carried out, and a register of his physical behaviors, including the places and objects being
watched, and the paths followed in each student’s
movement action. In addition, it provides the Tutoring Agent with information to advise the students if their itinerary does not match the optimal
path calculated by the Path-Planning Agent, or to
check if the student is confused or does not know
how to finish the activity. There are as many Student Agents as students connected to the system.
Figure 2 shows the internal dependencies among
these agents.

4. A dynamic view of the tutoring process
To give a deeper understanding of the way in which
MAEVIF carries out its tutoring tasks, and to illustrate
the internal working of its MAS, in this section we
review the operation of the system during a fragment
of a training task. The selected scenario is part of the
process of producing vinegar, in particular, the moment
in which operators must collect samples of concentrate
acetic acid, an intermediate product dangerous because
of its acidity. Briefly, the trainee has to take two tools
to perform the task: a sample receptacle and a radio
transmitter. Then, he has to go to a valve and check the
concentrate pressure in a manometer. If the pressure is
adequate, he opens the valve and collects the concentrate sample. Finally, he closes the valve and labels the
collected sample. On the contrary, if the acid pressure
is not adequate, he must use the transmitter to communicate the incidence to the control post, and ask for
instructions.

Figure 2. Dependencies and relationships
among MAEVIF’s agents
Next, we are going to review the training process of
a student in this scenario, analyzing the tutoring activities involved.
The student takes the receptacle and the transmitter. When the trainee gets to the starting point of the
proposed activity, the Tutoring Agent, which controls
the course syllabus, asks the Planning Agent to design
a plan to achieve the desired goal, i.e. the sample collection by the student. The generated plan is a sequence of actions or blocks of actions. The actions
inside a block may be ordered or unordered, which
means that it is possible to have, in a given moment,
several actions to be performed, but without caring
about the exact order in which they will be done. This
is exactly the case of the initial activities of the proposed operation, so the Planning Agent provides the
Tutoring Agent with a plan that contains an initial action block consisting of two unordered actions: take the
receptacle and take the transmitter. The Tutoring
Agent, then, waits for the next student action.
If the student takes the receptacle, this generates an
event, captured by the interaction devices and transmitted to the MAEVIF MAS. In particular, the Communication Agent is informed about the student’s intention
of applying the operator take_object on the object receptacle.
The action execution has to be validated, i.e., its
preconditions must be checked. With this purpose, the
Communication Agent informs of the student intention
to the Tutoring Agent. In order to do so, it must transform the intended action execution, with the help of the
World Agent, into the language the MAS agents use,
translating, for instance, raw coordinates of the 3D
environment into conceptual places. Then, the Tutoring
Agent asks the Expert Agent to check the action preconditions. Since the take_object action does not in-

volve any underlying simulation, the Expert Agent
only has to ask the World Agent to validate its preconditions against the semantic model of the environment
(the ontology) it manages.
The validation results are then transmitted to the
Tutoring Agent and to the Communication Agent. If
the preconditions have not been validated, the Communication Agent solicits the 3D graphical environment to not allow the execution of the action. In addition, the Tutoring Agent is informed about the unfulfilled precondition(s), in order to be able to provide the
student with appropriate assistance. On the other hand,
if the preconditions have been all validated, the Communication Agent allows the 3D Graphical Environment to execute the consequences of the action (a visual representation of the receptacle grasping).
The Tutoring Agent, in turn, initiates the necessary
updating of the world state. It asks the Expert Agent to
execute the consequences of the validated action, who
delegates this task to the World Agent, in order to
maintain the semantic model of the environment updated, and to the Simulation Agent, to launch any
simulation related to the action consequences.
Once the feasibility of the action has been assessed,
the Tutoring Agent checks if the executed action effectively matches any of the expected (planned) ones. If it
was an unexpected action, it would ask the Planning
Agent to determine if it is innocuous, still allowing the
execution of the existing plan, or to find an alternative
plan, if the current one has become invalid. If the Planning Agent was unable to find a new plan, the Tutoring
Agent would inform the student about his fatal action,
which, for instance, may suppose putting and end to
the training activity.
However, if the executed action matches one of the
expected ones, the Tutoring Agent will remain waiting
for the next student action. If the student now decides
to take the transmitter, the whole process will be repeated.
In any case, whenever the student begins and finishes the execution of an action, this is notified to the
Student Agent, to incorporate the information to the
student model.
The student leads to the valve. Every time the execution of an action is validated and finished, the Tutoring
Agent checks if any of the possible following actions is
a translation (i.e., the student will have to move to another place in the virtual environment). In this case, it
must inform the Path-Planning Agent of the students
that may initiate a movement, together with their expected destinations, to begin their movement tracking.
The Path-Planning Agent then asks the World
Agent about the current position of those students, and
calculates the optimal path to arrive to their destina-

tions. It also subscribes to a service offered by the
Communication Agent, to obtain the students coordinates while they are moving around the virtual environment. From that data, the Path-Planning Agent
checks if the student follows the optimal path. If he
deviates more than an established range, it informs the
Tutoring Agent to provide the student with assistance.
The Path-Planning Agent will keep on checking the
students’ positions till the Tutoring Agent stops it. This
will happen when the Tutoring Agent receives a from
the student an object manipulation action (in our example, read_manometer), coming through the Communication Agent. In that moment, the Tutoring Agent
asks the Path-Planning Agent if any of the possible
destination points has been reached. If it has, it checks
which one of the possible movement actions has been
performed, and it continues processing the object manipulation action received. On the contrary, if none of
the expected destination points has been reached, the
Tutoring Agent asks the Planning Agent to find a new
plan to reach the desired goals, if it is still possible.
Assisting the student. After having read the manometer lecture, the student is intended to open the valve if
the acid pressure is adequate. But, what will it happen
if he does not remember exactly what he has to do?
The Tutoring Agent has been designed to provide
the student with different kinds of assistance, and also
with different levels of detail. This aid may be offered
on-demand or proactively, and it is always subject to
the tutoring strategy followed by the Tutoring Agent.
For instance, in the proposed situation, the student
may ask the tutor a basic question such as: “Which is
the next action I have to perform?” The Tutoring
Agent would give to him a high-level-of-detail answer,
like: “Now, you have to collect the sample in the receptacle.” If the student feels that he still needs some more
help, he could ask an advanced question such as:
“Which are the objects that I have to use for the next
action?” The Tutoring Agent would then answer: “You
need the receptacle and the valve”. The level of detail
of the answers would increase as the student continues
asking about the action.
That is not the only kind of questions the student
can formulate. If his problem is that he cannot identify
an object, he can ask general questions to the ITS:
“What is this object?” with an answer such as “It is a
valve”. Or expert questions: “What is the valve good
for?” with “You can use it to collect acid samples” as
an answer… If the Tutoring Agent has a virtual representation in the environment (virtual tutor), it can even
show the student the right way to execute the next action (practical demonstration).
The Tutoring Agent may also provide the student
with some proactive information. For instance, it can

give him some clues if it perceives that he is lost, is
looking to different objects to those needed for the
action… As it happened with questions, MAEVIF Tutoring Agent may offer clues of several levels of detail
depending on the student and on the number of previous clues given to him about the same subject. E.g.
“Now, you have to handle an object”. “Next thing to do
is to handle the valve”. “You have to use the receptacle
below the valve”. And so on.
Every time the Tutoring Agent assists the student, it
also informs the Student Agent, to include this information into the student model. Several agents, including the Tutoring Agent, continuously access the student model, mainly to allow the adaptation of the
teaching-learning process to the student (e.g. if the
student frequently asks questions, the Tutoring Agent
may decide to give clues more often or to answer them
with a higher level of detail) and to influence his
evaluation (too many clues during the training should
reduce the final mark).
The student finds it impossible to collect samples. If
the acid pressure is adequate, the student has to perform a sequence of four object manipulating actions:
situate_receptacle, open_valve, close_valve and label_sample. Their processing follows the schema of
any manipulation action as the one described above.
However, an inadequate acid pressure lecture would
provoke the abortion of the active plan and a change in
the goals of the student. It is impossible for him to
reach the initial goal and a new goal emerges: to inform the control post of the incident. The Planning
Agent is asked to elaborate a new plan, which, in this
case, consists of two ordered actions: notify_incidence
and ask_for_instructions.

5. Conclusions and ongoing work
Developing VR-based ITSs is a complex task that
involves a big amount of effort in areas of different
nature. Thus, it is desirable to reuse the result of that
effort from system to system, and ITS philosophy
seems to fit well with this purpose. However, the classical structure of ITSs is unable to cope with the richness of interaction and knowledge that VR provides to
the teaching-learning process. Forcing the ITS structure to deal with this new information provokes inefficiencies and important coupling among its modules,
what goes against the essence of ITSs and makes reusing quite difficult.
MAEVIF is born to tackle with these two difficulties: to exploit all the new technology possibilities and
to allow reusing, thanks to its convenient model. It
extends the classical ITS structure to include the new
kinds of knowledge and its processing, and presents a

highly configurable internal structure designed as a
flexible MAS.
MAEVIF has been first tested in an environment to
train workers in the context of nuclear power plants,
during a project funded by the Spanish Government.
Currently, an upgraded version of MAEVIF is being
applied in conjunction to haptic devices and new reasoning models in the bosom of the Spanish Government funded ENVIRA Project.
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